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The Alpine Club is the only UK-based 
mountaineering club catering  
specifically for those who climb in the  
Alps and the Greater Ranges.
It is an active club with a regular  
programme of meetings. It includes  
in its membership many of our leading  
mountaineers of both sexes and of all ages.
If you are climbing regularly in the Alps 
or the Greater Ranges, why not join the  
Alpine Club?

Benefits of Alpine Club membership:

• free Alpine Journal 
• free access to the Alpine Club Library 
• monthly evening lectures 
• informal evenings 
• weekend meets in the UK 
• reduced rates for Alpine Club Symposia 
• an annual Alpine meet 
• reduced rates in huts 
• meets in the Greater Ranges

Full details of membership can be obtained  
from: The Alpine Club, 55 Charlotte Road,  
London EC2A 3QF. Tel: 0207 761 30755
email: admin@alpine-club.org.uk
Visit our website at www.alpine-club.org.uk

Jacket Photographs:

Front
Ueli Steck on the summit ridge of Teng Kangpoche (6487m) after 
making an alpine-style first ascent of the previously unclimbed 
north face with fellow Swiss Simon Anthamatten; they called 
the route Checkmate (2000m, VI, M7+ or M6 A0, 85 degrees) 
(Simon Anthamatten)

Back
Triglav (2864m), highest summit of the Julian Alps and Slovenia. 
One of a beautiful collection of aerial photographs by Matevž 
Lenarčič in his remarkable book, The Alps: A Bird’s Eye-View 
(PanAlp 2009).

Turning to look back at the south face of Nuptse, French 
alpinist Patrice Glairon-Rappaz trembled with emotion 
and tears flowed down his cheeks. He and Stéphane 
Benoist had endured freezing winds, avalanches and 
incipient frostbite to establish a new route in pure alpine-
style. They called it Are You Experienced? It was one of 
six wonderful climbs celebrated at the 2009 Piolets d’Or 
in Chamonix – all of them recorded in this Alpine Journal 
by the climbers themselves.

Just as this AJ was going to press, an email from Alpine 
Club member Simon Yates: ‘Check this out!’ Attached 
was photo of a climber high on a sharp ridge of snow 
and rock with an arctic vastness beyond. Simon and 
Paul Schweizer had made the first alpine-style ascent 
of a 3km ridge on Good Neighbor Peak on the Yukon 
–Alaska border. The journal was hastily rejigged and Si-
mon’s account joins stories here of exploration by other 
AC stalwarts, including Mick Fowler (Garhwal Hima-
laya), Andy Parkin (Khumbu), Paul Knott (Tien Shan) 
and Roger Payne (Sikkim).

This 114th Alpine Journal also pricks mountaineering’s 
conscience, with guide Rob Collister lamenting the mon-
strous carbon footprint of all those flights to distant rang-
es, and a close look at the Alpine Convention, a body 
trying to balance needs of local people and visitors in the 
Alps with the preservation of nature and the mountain 
landscape that inspires alpinists.

New climbs around the world are recorded in an ex-
tensive Area Notes section; there’s commentary from 
Jim Curran on tragic events on K2, a fresh look at W 
W Graham’s claim to have climbed Kabru in 1883, 
books reviews, a feast of photographs and evocative 
watercolours by Simon Pierse of the Alps, Ladakh and 
Kangchenjunga.
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